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Ab initio relativistic calculation of the RbCs molecule
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We apply the relativistic configuration-interaction valence-bond method to calculate various
characteristics of the alkali-metal RbCs dimer. These include the electronic potentials and transition
dipole moments between the ground and first excited states and permanent dipole moments of the
X 1�+ and a 3�+ states of the ground configuration. In addition, we estimate the lifetime of the
rovibrational levels of the X state due to blackbody radiation. These data can help experimentalists
to optimize photoassociative formation of ultracold RbCs molecules and their longevity in a trap or
in an optical lattice. Extended basis sets, constructed from Dirac-Fock and Sturm’s orbitals, have
been used to ensure convergence of our calculations. We compare our data with other theoretical and
experimental results when they were available. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2107607�
I. INTRODUCTION

We perform an ab initio relativistic valence-bond study
of the heteronuclear alkali-metal RbCs molecule, critical for
a physical realization of highly controlled molecular sys-
tems. Placed in an optical lattice ultracold alkali-metal mol-
ecules in general and RbCs molecules, in particular, can form
addressable coherent qubits, possibly leading to the creation
of scalable quantum information devices.1 Such arrays of
trapped and ultracold molecules might be used for the mod-
eling of condensed-matter systems and chemical reactions.2

Experimental work towards the cooling and creation of het-
eronuclear molecules is now being actively pursued by sev-
eral experimental groups �see, for example, Refs. 1 and 3–6�.

Alkali-metal molecules are the most relevant for studies
of cold molecules because the constituent atoms can be laser
cooled and trapped, individually, and photoassociated to
form a stable bond. In particular, efficient production of
alkali-metal molecules might occur by a two-photon stimu-
lated Raman photoassociation �PA� transition.7–11 Two col-
liding ground-state atoms absorb a photon with energy h� to
create an excited molecule. A second laser transfers this
state, by stimulated emission, into a single rotational and
vibrational state of the ground configuration. These ground-
state molecules are expected to have a temperature compa-
rable to that of the atoms from which they are formed. De-
tailed calculations of the ground and excited potential
surfaces and of the transition and permanent dipole moments
are necessary to coordinate experimental efforts to form ul-
tracold molecules in stable rovibrational levels of the
ground-state configuration.

We are interested in the properties of electronic states
of RbCs dissociating to the ground Rb 5s �2S1/2�
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+Cs 6s �2S1/2� and excited Rb 5s �2S1/2�+Cs 6p �2P1/2� as-
ymptotes. Accurate knowledge of excited RbCs potentials
and the transition dipole moments between the ground and
excited states for different internuclear separations will help
experimentalists to design stimulated Raman steps that are
optimized for a high molecular production rate to, for ex-
ample, the �=0 vibrational level of the X 1�+ state.

For RbCs the theoretical information on potential-energy
curves, presently available, is contradictory.12–14 Calculations
performed in Refs. 12 and 13 are not adequate, since they do
not include the spin-orbit effects crucial for a precise under-
standing of such a heavy molecule as RbCs. Our ab initio
relativistic calculation will take into account the spin-orbit
interaction nonperturbatively, producing realistic molecular
potentials. A detailed comparison with pseudopotential cal-
culations of Fahs et al.,14 who included the spin-orbit inter-
action, will be presented.

For the transition dipole moments the usage of the rela-
tivistic approach is essential as it predicts nonzero dipole
moments for transitions between nominal singlet and triplet
states. To our knowledge, the transition dipole moments be-
tween the ground and first excited states of RbCs have never
been determined either theoretically or experimentally. Ex-
perimentally it is often hard to obtain absolute measurements
of photoassociative transition rates. To interpret experimental
data and design experiments to produce cold molecules, ab
initio calculations are then required.

In a heteronuclear molecule, such as RbCs, the electrons
are distributed unequally between the two nuclei, creating a
permanent dipole moment. It is our goal to calculate the
permanent dipole moments of the ground-state X 1�+ and
a 3�+ potentials as function of internuclear separation R.
These dipole moments will allow us to evaluate the lifetime

of the RbCs molecule in the presence of blackbody radiation
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from the surrounding room-temperature surfaces present in
any laser cooling experiment. In addition, the strength of the
permanent dipole moment directly determines the strength of
the dipole-dipole force between polar molecules as they are
held in an optical lattice.

The permanent dipole moment of the X 1�+ state in
RbCs has been calculated by Ref. 15 for a single R value, the
equilibrium distance Re, using an ab initio pseudopotential
configuration-interaction method. Recently, Aymar and
Dulieu16 published a theoretical calculation of the permanent
dipole moments of several heteronuclear alkali-metal dimers,
including RbCs. They applied a pseudopotential approach
using a Gaussian basis set and combined it with a self-
consistent-field configuration-interaction method. We will
present permanent dipole moments obtained with our relativ-
istic ab initio valence-bond theory. We feel that it is benefi-
cial to compare our data with those existing in the literature
as it is hard for any theoretical method to gauge its accuracy.
Thus, a comparison will allow us to more confidently esti-
mate the theoretical uncertainties.

We use the relativistic configuration-interaction valence-
bond �RCI-VB� method for all our calculations. It naturally
includes the spin-orbit interaction, an essential element for
describing the coupling and nonzero transition dipole mo-
ments between singlet and triplet potentials. The valence-
bond method is a suitable tool for the study of electronic
properties of molecules formed by colliding atoms as VB
molecular wave functions are constructed from atomic wave
functions localized at the different atomic centers. For large
internuclear separations the molecular wave function obtains
a pure atomic form, which is the correct asymptotic limit for
any molecular function. We have already applied the
RCI-VB method to the heavy noble-gas Xe2 molecule,17 the
alkali-metal molecules Rb2 and Cs2,18 the polar KRb
molecule,19 and alkaline-earth dimers.20,21

Initiated by experimental efforts to form ultracold RbCs
by photoassociation, Bergeman et al.10 have partially ana-
lyzed RbCs spectral data obtained at the Laboratoire Aimé
Cotton �Ref. 22� a few years ago. Additional information on
RbCs would be useful in understanding unresolved problems
in the analysis of the observed spectra. We would like to
point out that the experiments with RbCs face the difficulty
that the energy-level structure of the lowest 1,3�+ and 1,3�
excited states is known inadequately. Moreover, these states
are mixed by strong spin-orbit coupling, and to date, these
perturbations have not been systematically analyzed.

Sections II and III discuss the relativistic configuration-
interaction valence-bond method as our study relies heavily
on its strengths. We describe among other things the con-
struction of localized atomic orbitals used as basis functions
in the molecular calculation. Primary attention is given to the
introduction of the lesser known numerical Sturm functions
and their advantages for the description of virtual molecular
orbitals. In Sec. IV we present results obtained for the RbCs
molecule in the form of electronic potential surfaces and per-
manent and transition dipole moments as a function of inter-
nuclear separation. We also calculate the rovibrational levels
of the ground X 1�+ state and determine their lifetime due to

blackbody radiation. Some of our data we have compared
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with other research in the literature. Tables of potential-
energy values and permanent and transition dipole moments
of RbCs versus internuclear separation can be found through
EPAPS.23

II. THEORY

A. Relativistic Dirac-Fock and Sturm basis functions

An important feature of our RCI-VB approach is the use
of numerical relativistic Dirac-Fock and Sturm single-
electron atomic wave functions or orbitals for the construc-
tion of the molecular basis functions. This version of the VB
method has been described earlier in Refs. 17 and 24. Since
both references were published in hard to obtain publications
we repeat some of the formalism here. In the VB method
atomic Dirac-Fock functions describe occupied orbitals of
the constituent atoms and Sturm functions serve as a basis
set for unoccupied orbitals. Single-electron Dirac-Fock func-
tions are obtained by solving the integrodifferential Dirac-
Fock equations self-consistently for each of the atoms in the
molecule. These equations are derived by applying the con-
ventional Hartree-Fock method to the relativistic many-body
Hamilton operator

Ĥ = �
i

ĥi + �
i�j

�̂ij �1�

for each atom. Here ĥi=c��i ·pi�+�ic
2−Z /ri is the Dirac op-

erator for electron i in the Coulomb field of a nucleus with
positive charge Z. The quantities �i and �i are the Dirac
matrices, the vector pi is the momentum of electron i, ri is
the location of electron i relative to the nucleus of the atom,
and c is the speed of light. The operator �̂ij =1/ �ri−r j� is the
Coulomb operator between electrons i and j. We have ex-
pressed all operators and variables in a.u. The a.u. of energy
is a hartree, Eh=4.359 744�10−18 J, and the a.u. of length is
a bohr, 1a0=0.052 917 7 nm. The speed of light is 137.036
in a.u.

In the central-field approximation the single-electron
Dirac-Fock orbital is a four-component Dirac spinor25

	n
��r� =
1

r
� Pn
�r� �
��,��

iQn
�r� �−
��,��
� �2�

and has an energy �n
. The radial functions Pn
�r� and Qn
�r�
are the large and small components of the radial wave func-
tion, respectively; �
�� ,�� is the angular Dirac spinor, la-
beled by 
=���+1�− �j+1/2�2, where � and j are the orbital
and total angular momentum quantum numbers, and � is the
projection quantum number of j. The label n is the principal
quantum number where for fixed 
 the energy �n
 increases
with increasing n. The Lagrange multiplier formalism has
been used to ensure that 	n
� with different principal quan-
tum number but the same 
� are orthogonal. Instead of us-
ing the relativistic 
 notation we often prefer to use the
equivalent notations lj or lj to describe orbitals. Moreover, to
good approximation n can be thought of as counting the
number of nodes plus one of the large components of the
Dirac spinor.

The radius of the Dirac-Fock orbitals grows rapidly with

the level of excitation, i.e., the principal quantum number n.
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Consequently, the spatial overlap between orbitals becomes
progressively smaller, and the use of these orbitals in con-
figuration interactions is not practical as the convergence of
the eigenvalues with increasing number of orbitals is slow.
An alternative to the Dirac-Fock orbitals is the use of so-
called Sturm functions.26–30 Sturm orbitals are obtained by
solving Dirac-Fock-Sturm equations

�HDF − �0
��n
�
DFS�r� = �n
W
�r��n
�

DFS�r� , �3�

where HDF is a Dirac-Fock operator, �n
 is the eigenvalue of
the Sturm orbital n
�, and the energy �0
 is fixed for each
orbital with the same value of 
 and �. The functions W
�r�
are weight functions that approach zero for large r. Conse-
quently, for large r all Sturm orbitals with the same 
 have a
radial behavior solely determined by �0
. In other words,
Sturm orbitals with the same 
 have approximately the same
radius. Note that Eq. �3� forms a Hermitian operator with a
complete but discrete set of eigenfunctions.

In a typical configuration-interaction calculation a com-
bination of Dirac-Fock and Sturm orbitals is used and the
energies �0
 in the Dirac-Fock-Sturm equations are set equal
to a Dirac-Fock orbital n
�. In this case �n
=0 is an eigen-
value of the Dirac-Fock-Sturm equations and the correspond-
ing Sturm functions are equal to the corresponding DF orbit-
als. For the eigenvalues �n
�0 we label the Sturm functions
according to the values 
 and � of the DF orbital and n�
�n increasing for increasing �n
.

We have chosen the weight functions

W
�r� = −
1 − exp�− ��
r�2�

��
r�2 . �4�

For �
r�1 the weight function approaches unity while for
�
r�1 it approaches zero as 1/r2 faster than a Coulomb
potential. The parameters �
 are chosen to ensure that the
W
�r� are approximately constant in the vicinity of the
atomic core and do not distort the DF core orbitals.

Figure 1 shows some of the Dirac-Fock and Sturm or-
bitals of the rubidium atom. For this calculation the 1s, 2s,
2pj, 3s, 3pj, 3dj, 4s, 4pj, 4dj, and 5s orbitals of Rb are
Dirac-Fock orbitals and obtained from the self-consistent
Dirac-Fock equations. Only the 5s �
=−1� orbital is shown
in Fig. 1. The virtual 6s and 7s orbitals can be constructed as
either Dirac-Fock or Sturm functions and are shown in Fig.
1. The radii of the 6s and 7s Dirac-Fock orbitals are signifi-
cantly larger than that of the 5s orbital, while the correspond-
ing Sturm orbitals remain localized. The two Sturm orbitals
are solved using the energy of the 5s Dirac-Fock orbital.

We also find it useful to denote many-electron atomic
configurations by �n1l1j1�q1

¯ �nAlAjA�qA, where A is the
number of shells with nonzero occupancy, qi is the number
of electrons in this shell, and nlj denotes one of the Dirac-
Fock or Dirac-Fock-Sturm orbitals nlj�. Each configuration
encompasses multiple atomic Slater determinants. For each

determinant the projections � are also specified.
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B. Molecular wave functions

The molecular wave functions are constructed from
atomic orbitals localized at the different atomic centers A and
B by

�AB = �
�

C� det�
AB, �5�

where det�
AB is a many-electron molecular Slater determinant,

constructed as an antisymmetrized product of two atomic
Slater determinants. The configuration-interaction �CI� coef-
ficients C� are obtained by solving the generalized eigen-
value matrix problem

ĤABC = EŜABC , �6�

where ĤAB is the CI Hamiltonian matrix for the molecule.

The nonorthogonality matrix ŜAB is the overlap matrix of
molecular Slater determinants calculated by

�ŜAB��� = 	det�
AB�det�

AB
 = �D��D���−1/2D��, �7�

where D��=det�	�i �� j
� is the determinant of overlap inte-
grals Si,j

��= 	�i �� j
 between the single-electron orbitals �i and
� j belonging to Slater determinants det�

4B and det�
AB, respec-

tively. Each orbital �i�� j� stands for a four-component
atomic orbital 	n
�r� centered at either nucleus A or B. All
determinants det�

AB contain N orbitals, where N is the number
of electrons in the molecule.

At small internuclear separations R one-electron orbitals
located around different centers have considerable overlap,
that is, are nonorthogonal. This gives rise to a large exchange
interaction and thereby creates the bond. For large internu-
clear separations the molecular wave function automatically
obtains a pure atomic form and therefore correctly dissoci-

FIG. 1. Dirac-Fock �solid lines� and Sturm �dotted and dashed-dotted lines�
s-wave functions of atomic Rb.
ates. Herein lies the uniqueness of the VB method and the
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relevance for cold-atomic and molecular physics. An alterna-
tive approach, such as the molecular-orbital theory, uses as a
starting point molecular orbitals, containing two electrons,
which are a poor approximation for the large R.

Our approach is, in principle, an all-electron calculation,
which, for instance, allows us to evaluate the electronic den-
sities at the nuclear sites and to calculate hyperfine-structure
constants. Hence, the dynamics of all electrons in a molecule
is accounted for. However, often this is not necessary. Deep-
lying orbitals do not take part in the molecular formation.
Therefore, we introduce core and valence orbitals where core
electrons will not participate in the CI. The method is de-
signed to calculate the electronic potential surfaces and other
electronic properties of dimers composed of atoms with any
nuclear charge Z, any number of electrons, and any level of
excitation.

An important contribution to molecule formation arises
from ionic configurations, in which the participating atoms
are positively and negatively charged, respectively. The pres-
ence of ionic configurations leads to the deformation of the
atomic wave functions and hence to a more realistic descrip-
tion of a molecule. These configurations will also be one of
the determining factors in the accuracy of the dipole moment
calculations of the RbCs polar molecule.

The Hamiltonian matrix ĤAB contains one- and two-
electron contributions and the Coulomb repulsion uAB be-
tween the nuclei and is evaluated via

�ĤAB��� = 	det�
AB��

i=1

N

ĥi + �
i�j

N

�̂ij + uAB�det�
AB
 , �8�

where the one-electron matrix elements are obtained in the
form

	det�
AB��

i=1

N

ĥi�det�
AB
 = �D��D���−1/2D��

� �
i,j=1

N

�S−1�i,j
�,�	�i�ĥ�� j
 , �9�

where

ĥ = c��p� + �c2 −
ZA

�r − RA�
−

ZB

�r − RB�
, �10�

and RA and RB are the nuclear coordinates. Two-electron ma-
trix elements are obtained in the form

	det�
AB��

i�j

N

�̂ij�det�
AB
 = �D��D���−1/2 �

i,k=1

N

�
j,l=1

N

Di,j,k,l
��

�	�i,� j�
1

r12
��k,�l
 , �11�
where
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Di,j,k,l
�� = D���i,k� j,l��S−1�i,j

�,��S−1�k,l
�,� − �S−1�i,l

���S−1�k,j
��� .

�12�

�i,k=1 for i�k and −1 for i�k, and the evaluation of the

matrix elements 	�i�ĥ�� j
 and 	�i ,� j�1/r12��k ,�l
 will be dis-
cussed in Sec. III.

It is convenient to define one- and two-particle density
transition matrices between determinants det�

AB and det�
AB.

The one-particle density matrix is given by

�1
�,��r,r�� = �D��D���−1/2D���

i,j

N

�S−1�i,j
�,�	i�r�	 j

*�r�� ,

�13�

where 	i�r� and 	 j
*�r�� are the atomic orbitals and the two-

particle density matrix is

�2
�,��r1,r2�r1�,r2�� = �D��D���−1/2�

i�k

N

�
j�l

N

Di,j,k,l
�,�

� 	i�r1�	 j
*�r1��	k�r2�	l

*�r2�� . �14�

III. ONE- AND TWO-ELECTRON MATRIX
ELEMENTS

One- and two-electron Hamiltonian matrix elements,

	�i�ĥ�� j
 and 	�i ,� j�1/r12��k ,�l
, and matrix elements Si,j
��

are calculated using a modified Löwdin’s reexpansion
procedure.31 We expand atomic orbitals located around one
of the atomic centers onto the other center. The modification
concerns the fact that Löwdin’s method is not very efficient
when expanding strongly localized orbitals. In the modified
approach the integration region is divided into two and in
each region only the slowly varying part of the basis function
centered in the other region is expanded. This symmetric
expansion has much faster convergence characteristics than
the method proposed in Ref. 31.

We only apply the reexpansion procedure to the “tails”
of wave functions occurring in a given region. To be more
precise the range of integration is divided into two exclusive
regions VA and VB, where region VA contains atom A and the
region VB contains atom B. After introducing the step func-
tion ���r�=1 for r�V� and 0 otherwise, where �=A or B,
the part of a single-electron orbital centered at B but located
in VA can be expanded around center A as

�A�r�
fb��rB��

�rB�
�
b�b

�r̂B� =
1

rA
�



�b�A,
�b�rA��
�b
�r̂A� ,

�15�

where fb is either the large Pnb
b
or small Qnb−
b

component
of a four-component spinor, r�=r−R� for �=A or B, r is the
location of the electron, and R� are the locations of the

atomic nuclei. The expansion coefficients �b are given by
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�b�A,
�b�rA� = �
m,�

C�bm�1/2��
jb�b C�m,�1/2��

j�b
K�mK�bm

R

� �
max��rA�,�R−rA��

�R+rA�

drBfb�rB�

�P�b

�m��� rB
2 + R2 − rA

2

2rBR
��

�P�
�m��� rA

2 + R2 − rB
2

2rBR
�� , �16�

where 
b↔ lbjb, 
↔ lj, R= �RA−RB�, C�m��m�
j� are Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients, P�
�m� are the associated Legendre poly-

nomials, �=m−�, and

K�m =�2� + 1�
2

�� − �m��!
�� + �m��!

.

Using Eq. �16� the overlap integral Si,j
�� between orbital

�i of det�
AB, centered around nucleus A, and � j of det�

AB,
centered around nucleus B, is

Si,j
�� = �

0

�

dr�Pn�
a
�r��nb
b

�A,
a�a�rA�

+ Pnb
b
�r��Pa

�B,
b�b�rB�� + �
0

�

dr�Qna
a
�r��nb
b

��A,− 
a�a�rA� + Qnb
b
�r��na
a

�B,− 
b�b�rB�� ,

�17�

where orbital �i has quantum numbers na
a�a and � j has
quantum numbers nb
b�b.

A. Coulomb-type two-center integrals

The reexpansion procedure for the calculation of matrix
elements of the electron-electron Coulomb interaction re-
quires additional attention. This subsection looks in detail at
the Coulomb-type integrals while the next subsection looks
at exchange-type integrals. Coulomb-type integrals are of the
form

�ac,bd =� dr1� dr2
�a,c�r1A��b,d�r2B�

�r1 − r2�
, �18�

where �ac�r1A�=	a
*�r1A�	c�r1A� and �bd�r2B�

=	b
*�r2B�	d�r2B� are the densities of products of four-

component electronic wave functions centered at A and B,
respectively. The coordinates are defined as ri�=ri−R� for
electron coordinate ri�i=1,2� and nuclear coordinate R� ��
=A ,B�. Since the Coulomb potential for a test charge in the
presence of a charge density � is

U�r� =� dr�
��r��

�r − r��
,

the Coulomb matrix elements, Eq. �18�, can be written as
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�ac,bd =� dr2Uac�r2A��bd�r2B� . �19�

The density �bd�r� and Coulomb potentials Uac�r� can be
expanded in terms of spherical harmonics Y�m. For �bd�r� we
have

�bd�r� =
1

r2�
�,m
�bd

� �r�Y�m�r̂�

=
1

r2�
�,m

2� + 1

4�
g��jb�b, jd�d�Y�m�r̂��bd�r� ,

where g��j� , j���� are the relativistic Gaunt coefficients

g��j�, j���� =
�2j + 1��2j� + 1�

2� + 1
�− 1���+�1/2�

� Cj�,j�−��
�,�−�� Cj−�1/2�,j�−�1/2�

�,0 ,

and �bd�r� is the radial electronic density

�bd�r� = Pb�r�Pd�r� + Qb�r�Qd�r� . �20�

The potential Uac�r� is expanded as

Uac�r� =
1

r
�

�

�ac
� �r�Y���r̂� , �21�

where

�ac
k �r� = 4�

2k + 1
gk�ja�a, jc�c�r� dr��ac

k �r��
�r��k

�r��k+1 ,

and

1

�r − r��
= 4��

k=0

�
1

2k + 1
r�

k /r�
k+1�

�

Yk��r̂�Yk�
* �r̂�� ,

and r��r�� is the larger �smaller� of r� and r.
The integration region of r in Eq. �19� is divided into

integration regions VA and VB and the surface S between VA

and VB. That is, we rewrite Eq. �19� as

�ac,bd = �ac,bd
�VA� + �ac,bd

�VB� + �ac,bd
�S� , �22�

where

�ac,bd
�VA� = �

VA

drUac�rA��bd�rB� ,

�ac,bd
�VB� = �

VB

drUbd�rB��ac�rA� ,

�23�

�ac,bd
�S� = −

1

4�
�

S

dS�Uac�rA�
�

�z
Ubd�rB�

− Ubd�rB�
�

�z
Uac�rA�� ,

and we have used the Laplace equation �U�r�=−4���r� and
applied Green’s theorem in the integration over the surface S.
The three quantities in Eqs. �23� can now be evaluated by a

symmetrical expansion procedure of the densities
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�A�rB��bd�rB� and �B�rA��ac�rA�, obtained in a manner
analogous to that for Eq. �15�.

B. Exchange-type integrals

An exchange-type interaction matrix element has the
form

hac,bd =� � dr1dr2	a
*�r1A�	b�r1B�

1

r12
	c�r2A�	d

*�r2B� ,

�24�

where the single-electron four-component wave functions la-
beled by a and c are centered at A and those labeled by b and
d are centered at B. The spatial integrations is divided in four
parts via

� � dr1dr2 = ��
VA

dr1 + �
VB

dr1���
VA

dr2 + �
VB

dr2� ,

where the half planes VA,B are as before. Hence, the
exchange-type integral has the four contributions

hac,bd = hac,bd
�AA� + hac,bd

�BB� + hac,bd
�AB� + hac,bd

�BA� , �25�

where the first two terms correspond to integrals where the
electrons are in the same spatial region and the last two terms
are related to integrals where the electrons are in mutually
exclusive spatial regions. Each contribution of this
exchange-type integral has a contribution from the large
component P and small component Q. That is,

hac,bd
��� = hac,bd

P,����� + hac,bd
Q,����� �26�

for �, ��=A or B. The large-component contribution with
electrons in the region VA is evaluated with

hac,bd
P,�AA� = �


,
�
�

�

g��ja�a, j�c�g��jd�d, j��b�

� �
0

�

dr2Pd�r2��b�A,
�,�b�r2�

� �
0

�

dr1Pa�r1��c�A,
,�c�r1�r�
� /r�

�+1, �27�

where 
↔�j, 
�↔��j�, r��r�� is the larger �smaller� of r1

and r2, �b is evaluated for Pnb
b
, and �c is evaluated for Pnc
c

.
The expressions for the small-component integral hac,bd

Q,�AA� as
well as hac,bd

�BB� are similar. The integrals hac,bd
�AB� and hac,bd

�BA� are
evaluated using the techniques discussed in Sec. III A.

The complexity in evaluating exchange-type integrals is
that it includes infinite sums. These sums, however, converge
very fast due to the symmetrical reexpansion procedure. It is
sufficient to use 15 terms in the expansion of Eq. �27� to
obtain exchange-type integrals with an accuracy of
10−8 hartree.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Ground-state potentials

The ground configuration of the RbCs molecule, formed
6 6
by one Rb�4p 5s� and one Cs�5p 6s� atom, has three adia-
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batic relativistic molecular states, the X 1� =0
+ and a 3� =0,1

+

states. A significant part of the binding energy of these states
is due to correlation effects. These correlations have a strong
dependence on internuclear separation. The basis set of our
VB method must accommodate and balance these changing
correlations with R.

Experimental studies of the ground X 1�0
+ state of RbCs

have been performed by several groups.32–34 The most recent
and precise results, using laser-induced fluorescence com-
bined with Fourier-transform spectroscopy, were obtained in
Ref. 34. In addition, authors of Ref. 34 applied the inverted
perturbation approach �IPA� to obtain a potential curve for R
between 6a0 and 25a0 and an accurate dissociation energy.
Theoretical potentials for the X 1�0

+ and a 3�0,1
+ states are

given in Ref. 13 over a much wider range of R. Their ab
initio calculation is based on a nonempirical pseudopotential
approach and for the X state is in good agreement with the
experimental IPA potential. Our motivation to calculate the
ground-state potentials is based on the notion that a pseudo-
potential approach may lose accuracy for small and large
internuclear separations, where no experimental information
is available.

In this work we perform a relativistic all-electron calcu-
lation so that our results do not depend on a pseudopotential.
However, we divided the electrons of each atom into two
groups: core and valance electrons. Core electrons include
electrons from the closed shells 1s1/2

2 , 2s1/2
2 , 2p1/2

2 , 2p3/2
4 , . . .,

up to 4s1/2
2 for the Rb atom and similarly 1s1/2

2 , . . ., up to 5s1/2
2

for the Cs atom. The superscripts denote the number of elec-
trons in the orbital nlj. Core orbitals do not contribute sig-
nificantly to the formation of the molecule and excitations
out of these shells are, therefore, not included. Nevertheless,
these orbitals do define a fully relativistic all-electron core
potential for the remaining valence electrons.

Occupied valence electrons are electrons in the 4p1/2
2 ,

4p3/2
4 , and 5s1/2 shells for the Rb atom and 5p1/2

2 , 5p3/2
4 , and

6s1/2 shells for the Cs atom. Excitations to and from these
shells will be allowed. Unlike the core electrons these elec-
trons will play an important role in the formation of the
ground electronic state of the RbCs dimer. Despite the fact
that the 4p6 shell in Rb and 5p6 shell in Cs are completely
filled, electrons in these shells are called valence electrons as
excitations will ensure a proper treatment of “core polariza-
tion.”

In addition to the two kinds of orbitals, discussed above,
unoccupied virtual valence orbitals are used to increase the
flexibility of the molecular wave function. Compact Sturm
virtual orbitals are used to construct such a basis set. For Rb
all unoccupied orbitals are constructed using the energy of
the 5s valence orbital, while for Cs unoccupied orbitals are
based on the 6s orbital. Atomic configurations are formed
from core and valence orbitals and uniquely labeled by the
occupied and unoccupied valence orbitals. For example, the
main configuration of the ground state of the Rb atom is
4p1/2

2 4p3/2
4 5s1/2 �=4p65s�, while for the Cs atom it is 5p66s.

The inner-core shells are the same for all configurations and
are omitted in this notation.

In addition to the main configuration the calculation of

the CI ground-state wave function includes covalent and
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ionic molecular configurations created by the excitation of
one or two electrons from 4p6 and 5s valence shells for Rb
and 5p6 and 6s shells for Cs into higher excited orbitals. We
allow excitations up to n=7 for Rb and n=8 for Cs for l
=0, 1, and 2. The convergence of the CI expansion can only
be determined by increasing the number of configurations in
a systematic way. This is achieved by adding atomic orbitals
out of which the atomic and thus molecular determinants are
constructed. Our best basis set has about 3�105 determi-
nants.

Results of our calculation together with data from Refs.
34 and 13 are presented in Fig. 2. The potential energies in
this and all other graphs and the table are expressed in units
of cm−1, defined through 1 Eh /hc=219 475 cm−1, where h is
the Planck constant. The comparison of potentials from the
three different sources shows that our theoretical potential
energies and those of Ref. 13 agree well with the IPA poten-
tial for X 1�0

+ for R!5a0. At shorter R the pseudopotential
approach of Ref. 13 gives steeper repulsive walls.

B. Excited-state potentials

We calculated excited potentials with  =0± and 1 dis-
sociating to the Rb�5s�+Cs�6p2P1/2,3/2� atomic limits, where
 is the projection of the total electronic angular momentum
of the two atoms on the internuclear axis. These attractive
potentials are the most likely candidates for use in two-color
Raman photoassociation experiments.

The basis set is larger than that used to calculate the
ground-state potentials. We added n=8, l=0,1, orbitals for
Rb and n=9, l=0,1 orbitals for Cs. Moreover, we allow
three-electron excitations and occupancy of valence orbitals
and two-electron excitations out of the 4p6 shell of Rb and

6

FIG. 2. The ground-state X 1�0
+ and a 3�0,1

+ potential-energy curves of RbCs
obtained by different methods as function of internuclear separation R. The
dotted line corresponds to the IPA potential by Ref. 34, the solid lines are the
potentials of the current work, and the dashed lines are potentials by Ref. 13.
Table of potential-energy values obtained in this study can be found through
EPAPS �Ref. 23�.
5p shell of Cs. The main difference with the calculation of
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the ground-state potentials is the description of the 5p orbital
of Rb and 6p orbital of Cs as a valence orbital. Sturm orbit-
als are now chosen to mimic either the 5s or 5p valence
orbital for Rb and 6s or 6p for Cs. That is, for Rb the unoc-
cupied s and d orbitals are constructed using the energy of
the 5s valence orbital, whereas p orbitals are based on the 5p
valence orbital. For Cs unoccupied s and d orbitals are based
on the 6s orbital and p orbitals on the 6p orbital. Again
covalent and ionic configurations are incorporated in the CI
calculation. Unlike the ground-state calculation described in
the previous section, the size of the CI matrices is now too
large to handle computationally and we are forced to limit
the number of determinants. We select determinants based on
a perturbative estimate of the correlation coefficient of the
excited determinants on the main Rb 4p65s+Cs 4p66p con-
figuration. If this coefficient is below a threshold value
�10−9� the corresponding excited configuration is omitted
from the CI calculation.

Figure 3 shows the relativistic excited-state potentials
for RbCs  =0± and 1 as a function of internuclear separa-
tion. The two dissociation limits in the figure correspond to
the fine-structure states of the excited Cs atom plus a ground-
state Rb atom. The long-range behavior of the relativistic
potentials dissociating to these two limits is attractive and
proportional to 1/R6. At short internuclear separations R
�7a0 the potentials are described by the nonrelativistic
Hund’s case �a� n2S+1"± labeling. Three avoided crossings
are apparent for intermediate internuclear separations. That
is, at approximately 8.2a0, 10a0, and 13.5a0. The Hund’s
case �a� character of the molecular wave function changes
rapidly at those R. For example, for the avoided crossing at
8.2a0 in Fig. 3 the lower of the two potential curves is to
good approximation a 1 1� state for R�8.2a0 and a 2 3�+

FIG. 3. Electronic potentials of excited states of the RbCs  =0± and  
=1 as function of internuclear separation. Tables of potential-energy values
obtained in this study can be found through EPAPS �Ref. 23�.
state for R�8.2a0. For the higher of the two potentials the
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role of the 2 3�+ and 1 1� states for a fixed R is inter-
changed. Only states with the same  ± label avoid each
other. At longer R the potentials cannot be labeled by
n2S+1"± and only the Hund’s case �c� m� ±� labeling is
valid. The numbers n and m indicate the energy-ordered ap-
pearance of the states.

The excited potentials of RbCs were previously reported
in three other papers.12–14 The calculations of Refs. 12 and
13 do not include the relativistic effects of the excited states.
Calculations performed by Ref. 14 include the spin-orbit in-
teraction by adding a semiempirical spin-orbit pseudopoten-
tial to the electrostatic Hamiltonian. Our calculations and
those of Ref. 14 are in general agreement. Our 2�0+� poten-
tial is on the scale of Fig. 3 wider in the radial direction. This
is true for both short and large internuclear separations.
Moreover, the bottom of the wells of the curves labeled by
1 1�, 2 3�+, and 2 1�+ in Fig. 3 is slightly shifted to larger R
and deeper in our calculation. The width and location of
several of the avoided crossings in Fig. 3 and the correspond-
ing avoided crossings in Ref. 14 are tabulated in Table I.
There is a significant difference in the width of the 2�0+�
−3�0+� and 3�1�−4�1� avoiding crossings between the two
calculations.

C. Permanent dipole moments of the ground and
excited states

We have calculated the permanent dipole moments of
the RbCs ground-state potentials. The dipole moments are
matrix elements of the operator d=�iZiri, where the sum is
over all electrons and nuclei; Zi and ri are the charge and
location of particle i, respectively. The matrix elements are
over the relativistic multiconfiguration wave functions that
result from the CI calculation.

Figure 4 shows the electric dipole moments of the X 1�+

and a 3�+ potentials of RbCs as a function of internuclear
separation. The sign convention is such that a negative dipole
moment implies that the center of charge of the electrons
relative to the center of charge of the two nuclei is displaced
towards the Rb atom. At the equilibrium separation of the
singlet state the electronic dipole moment is −1.25�1�D
�1 D=3.336�10−30 cm� and at the equilibrium separation of
the triplet state 0.06�2�D. The numbers in parentheses are
one-standard-deviation uncertainties. The strength of the per-
manent dipole moments of RbCs is about two times larger
than the corresponding dipole moments of KRb.19 This in-

TABLE I. Comparison of widths #c in cm−1 and locations Rc in units of a0

of avoiding crossings of the excited RbCs potentials calculated here, shown
in Fig. 3, and by Fahs et al. �Ref. 14�. The width of an avoided crossing is
defined as the smallest energy separation between the two avoiding poten-
tials.

States RCI-VB Fahs et al.
n� ±�−m� ±� Rc #c Rc #c

2�0+�−3�0+� 10 297 10.1 534
2�0−�−3�0−� 13.5 273 13.7 208
2�1�−3�1� 13.5 205 13.1 148
3�1�−4�1� 8.2 240 8.2 43
crease might have been expected given the larger differential
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between the ionization energies of Rb and Cs. Nevertheless,
the dipole moments are only a fraction of the values for truly
polar molecules such as NaCl. The good agreement for the X
state between our and two other theoretical
determinations16,15 �within 4% at Re, the internuclear separa-
tion at which the X state has a minimum�, obtained by com-
pletely different methods, illustrates the reliability of the
data.

We find that the distribution of the charge density be-
tween Rb and Cs has two contributions. The permanent di-
pole moments depend not only on the electron charge trans-
fer from Cs to Rb atoms but also on the induced polarization
from the charge transfer. Polarization is induced from contri-
butions of the excited unoccupied p and d orbitals. It turns
out that the contributions of charge transfer and induced po-
larization to the dipole moments have opposite sign. We find
that the charge transfer is almost equal for the X 1�+ and
a 3�+ states, but that the a 3�+ state has a smaller dipole
moment.

D. Effect of blackbody radiation on the X 1�+ state

We use the permanent dipole moment of the ground
X 1�+ state of RbCs to estimate the lifetime of rovibrational
levels in the presence of blackbody radiation. Thermal black-
body radiation due to the surrounding environment has a
temperature of about 300 K. The result of the coupling be-
tween the molecule and the thermal radiation is that if all
population is initially put into one rovibrational state, it, in
principle, can rapidly diffuse to other nearby states.

The total radiative transition rate from a rovibrational

FIG. 4. The electric dipole moments of the X 1�+ and a 3�+ states of RbCs
as a function of internuclear separation. Table of electric dipole moments
obtained in this study can be found through EPAPS �Ref. 23�.
state can be written as
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$�lm
tot = $�lm

BB + $�lm
spont, �28�

the sum of a blackbody �BB� and a spontaneous-emission
�spont� contribution. Photons of the blackbody radiation can
be absorbed or emitted by a molecular level. In fact,

$�lm
BB = �

��l�m�

n̄�%��l��$
emis��lm → ��l�m��

+ �
��l�m�

n̄�%��l��$
abs��lm → ��l�m�� �29�

and

$�lm
spont = �

��,l�,m�

$emis��lm → ��l�m�� , �30�

where the indices ��l�m� and ��l�m� denote rovibrational lev-
els with an energy that is smaller and larger than that of �lm,
respectively. Equation �30� and the first term of Eq. �29�
describe the emission of a photon; the second term of Eq.
�29� describes the absorption. The sum over ��l�m� includes
the contribution of the continuum of two free atoms as a
photon can break the bond of a dimer. The factor n̄ corre-
sponds to the average number of photons in an electromag-
netic mode at frequency % and is given by

n̄�%� =
1

e−&%/kBT − 1
,

where & is Planck’s constant. Finally, &%��l� denotes the en-
ergy difference between E��l� and E�l and &%��l� denotes the
energy difference between E��l� and E�l.

The emission $emis and absorption $abs rates that de-
scribe the individual contributions are proportional to the
square of the vibrationally averaged dipole moment and are
given by

$���lm → ��l�m�� =
8�

3

1

hc3%
3�	�d�
�2, �31�

where � is either emis or abs, &% is the energy difference of
the two rovibrational states �lm and ��l�m�, and the rotation-
ally and vibrationally averaged dipole moment 	�d�

= 	��l�m��d�R� ·���lm
= 	��l��d�R���l
	l�m��C1q�R̂��lm
,
where to good approximation the rovibrational wave func-

tion 	R ��lm
= 	R ��l
Ylm�R̂�, d�R� is the R-dependent dipole
moment of either the singlet or triplet potential, � is the pho-

ton polarization, Ylm�R̂�=�2l+1� / �4��Clm�R̂� is a spherical

harmonic, R̂ is the orientation of the intermolecular axis in
the space-fixed coordinate system, and q=m−m�. The selec-
tion rules of the vibrationally averaged dipole moment en-
sure �l− l��'1 and �m−m��'1.

The wave functions 	R ��l
 and energies are obtained for
the potential VX�R�+&2l2 / �2�R2�, where VX�R� is the X 1�+

potential and � is the reduced molecular mass. We evaluate
the rovibrational wave functions using a discrete variable
representation �DVR� for the Schrödinger equation.35 The
vibrationally averaged dipole moment is the overlap between
the wave functions and the R-dependent permanent dipole

moment. For the discretization a hard wall is placed at large
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internuclear separation. We have checked that moving the
hard wall to larger R and increasing the number of discreti-
zation points do not change our results.

Figure 5 shows the partial lifetimes 1/$�lm
BB of the

X 1�+ · l=0 vibrational states as a function of their binding
energy for T=300 K. For this temperature spontaneous life-
times are much larger than the blackbody lifetimes and are
not shown in the figure. The graph also shows that the lowest
and highest vibrational levels live longer in the presence of
blackbody radiation. At room temperature the shortest life-
times �130 s� occur for vibrational levels between �=80 and
85 and binding energies between E / �hc�=−550 and
−650 cm−1. This lifetime is much longer than the typical
duration of ultracold experiments.

E. Transition dipole moments

The relativistic multiconfiguration molecular wave func-
tions have also been used to calculate the transition electric
dipole moments between the 1,3�+ states of the ground con-
figuration and  =0±,1 components of excited 1,3�+ and 1,3�
states dissociating to the 5s+6p limits. In the future these
data will help provide information about the most efficient
scheme for forming a RbCs molecule in the singlet X 1�+

ground state from a collision of ultracold Rb and Cs. Figures
6 and 7 show some of the nonzero transition dipole moments
from the X 1�+ and a 3�+ states to excited states. At long
range the transition dipole moments are independent of R
and their absolute values approach the Cs 6s→6p �2Pj� tran-
sition dipole moments.

At short-range internuclear separation the dipole mo-

FIG. 5. The T=300 K blackbody lifetime of J=0 vibrational levels of the
X 1�+ state of RbCs as a function of their binding energy.
ments strongly depend on R. This behavior reflects the
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change from a Hund’s case �a� to a relativistic coupling
scheme between 20a0 and 30a0. The sudden change in dipole
moments in Figs. 6 and 7 near 10a0, 13.5a0, and 8.2a0 cor-
relates with avoided crossings between the  =0+, 0−, and 1
components of the 1 3�, 2 1�+, 2 3�+, and 1 1� potentials,
shown in Fig. 3. The triplet a 3�+ to triplet 1 3� transition
dipole moment at short internuclear separations is small as
can be understood by noting that the potentials at these sepa-
rations are similar in nature to that of a homonuclear alkali-
metal dimer, where gerade/ungerade symmetry is valid and
transitions between a 3�u

+ and 1 3�u states are forbidden. We
estimate that the uncertainty of the transition dipole moments
is 0.3 D based on a comparison of the dipole moments at

FIG. 7. Absolute values of transition dipole moments from the X 1�+ ground
to  =1 excited states of RbCs as a function of internuclear separation. The
curves are labeled by approximate short-range �2S+1"� symmetries and exact
relativistic � ±� symmetries. Tables of transition dipole moments obtained

in this study can be found through EPAPS �Ref. 23�.
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R=100a0 with the experimental dipole moments of the Cs
atom.36

V. CONCLUSION

We have reported on an ab initio relativistic study of
alkali-metal RbCs molecule, relevant for photoassociation
experiments and for the precise control of ultracold-atomic
systems placed in a trap or an optical lattice.

We have calculated potential-energy curves and transi-
tion dipole moments to excited states dissociating to
Rb�5s�+Cs�6s� and Rb�5s�+Cs�6p� atomic limits. It was
shown that the sudden changes in dipole moments as func-
tions of R are related to avoided crossings between appropri-
ate electronic potentials. Our quantitative determination of
the RbCs transition electric dipole moments is the first step
towards obtaining photoabsorption and molecular production
rates in an ultracold gas of Rb and Cs atoms.

In addition, we determined the permanent dipole mo-
ments of the 1,3�+ states of the ground configuration of the
RbCs heteronuclear molecule, which show impressive agree-
ment with other calculations16,15 obtained by alternative
computational methods.

We have investigated the effect of blackbody radiation
on the dipolar RbCs molecule by evaluating Franck-Condon
factors between vibrational levels of the ground state. It is
shown that the shortest lifetime is around 130 s which is
much longer than the duration of typical ultracold-atom ex-
periments, so that this effect can be ignored.

There remain open questions about the spin-orbit effects
in the molecular structure of RbCs. The spin-orbit coupling
between the A 1�+ and b 3� as well as the 3�+ and 1� ex-
cited states plays a crucial role in the spectroscopy of any
alkali-metal dimers. Until now this coupling was modeled by
ad hoc R-dependent functions adjusted to fit experimental
data on vibrational energies of the potentials. In the heavy
RbCs molecule the effect of the spin-orbit coupling is ex-

FIG. 6. Absolute values of transition
dipole moments from the X 1�+ �left
panel� and from the a 3�+ �right
panel� ground states to excited states
of RbCs as a function of internuclear
separation. The curves are labeled by
short-range and long-range symme-
tries. The short-range labeling is only
valid where the arrows touch the
curve. Indeed, for example, for the
right panel the curve labeled a 3�+

−2 3�+ around 17a0 is better labeled
by a 3�+−1 3� for R�10a0. For the
other curve in this panel the correla-
tion is inverted. Tables of transition
dipole moments obtained in this
study can be found through EPAPS
�Ref. 23�.
pected to be large. We have started to calculate spin-orbit
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functions for several excited potentials in order to provide an
explanation for its functional behavior.
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